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PROPERTY  MANAGEMENT  made  easy  with  Interlet.  With  over  25  years  of  experience,  Interlet's  comprehensive  property

management service allows landlords total peace of mind throughout the process of letting a property. It is also tax efficient for

landlords.It has become increasingly difficult to keep up with the constant changes in property legislation, proving extremely tedious

for  landlords  to  manage  their  properties.Collection  of  rent  and  arrearsManagement  of  rent  accountingManaging  tenancy

depositsRoutine  and  emergency  maintenanceProfessional  in-house  cleaningIn  house  refurbishment  servicesArchitectural

servicesInventory check in/outGeneral handyman workOrganising EICR and gas safety reportsProfessional inventoryFurniture and

stagingAs a bespoke agency, we provide your own dedicated manager to manage your propertyInterlet's local network of trusted

professionals work with our own team of tradesmen to ensure that properties are kept to an impeccable standard. 24/7 response and

a new tenant app gives our managed tenants a sense that they are being looked after and this is reflected in our renewal rate.FOR

STRESS FREE LET AND MANAGEMENT0207 795 6525MANAGEMENT@INTERLET.COM[...]

lettings@interlet.com
+44(0)20 7795 6525
www.interlet.com



Important Notice

Interlet and their clients give notice that: 1) They are
not authorised to make or give any representations
or warranties in relation to the property, either here
or elsewhere. The particulars do not form part of any
offer  or  contract  and must not be relied upon as
statements or representations of fact. 2) Any areas,
measurements, and distances are approximate. The
text, images, and plans are for guidance only and are
not  necessarily  comprehensive.  It  should  not  be
assumed  that  the  property  has  all  necessary
planning,  building  regulation,  or  other  contents.
Interlet has not tested any services, equipment, or
facilities.  Prospective  tenants  must  satisfy
themselves by inspection or otherwise. Please note
that the local area may be affected by aircraft noise,
you should make your own inquiries regarding any
noise in the area before you make an offer.
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Welcome home.
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